C6485 COMETOGETHER (USA/ITALY, 1971)
(Other titles: Come together)

**Credits:** directors/writers, Tony Anthony, Saul Swimmer.

**Cast:** Tony Anthony, Luciana Paluzzi, Rosemary Dexter.

**Summary:** A hippie road film set in contemporary Italy. Tony (Anthony) is death-obsessed American movie stuntman working in Italian films. In his new sports car, he picks up Lisa (Paluzzi) and Ann (Dexter), two pretty American tourists, and gives them a guided tour through Italy forming a ménage à trois. As the relationship develops we find that all three have emotional baggage: Ann is still suffering stress from an abortion; Lisa is getting over a messy affair with an older married man; and Tony suffers guilt as the only survivor of a unit that was massacred in Vietnam.
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